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ABSTRACT
We propose a semi-autonomous teleoperation control frame-

work for wheeled mobile robots with nonholonomic constraints
and second-order Lagrangian dynamics over the Internet. The
proposed control architecture consists of the two control-loops:
1) local autonomous formation control, which, residing in the
common workspace of the robots, ensures rigid formation-
keeping among the robots regardless of human-command,
varying-delay/packet-loss of the Internet, and external distur-
bance without any holding-�xture (e.g. �xture-less cooperative
grasping); and 2) teleoperation-loop, which enables a (remote
or coexisting) human operator to stably tele-control the overall
team maneuver (e.g. grasped object's centroid motion) over the
Internet with haptic-feedback. Simulation is performed to vali-
date/highlight properties of the proposed semi-autonomous con-
trol framework.

1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a semi-autonomous teleoperation

control framework for multiple wheeled mobile robots operat-
ing in a common workspace. See Fig. 1. The proposed con-
trol framework consists of 1) local fully-autonomous formation
control to enforce a certain desired formation shape among the
robots without any �xture (e.g. �xture-less cooperative grasp-
ing); and 2) haptic teleoperation-loop to enable a (remote or co-
existing) human operator to control their overall team maneu-
ver over the Internet while perceiving aggregated external dis-
turbance on the robots. By doing so, the human can better con-
centrate on a higher-level intelligently-demanding intervention
(e.g. tele-docking of grasped object using contact force informa-
tion), while the local formation control takes care of the simple
formation-keeping task in a fully-autonomous fashion. Some ap-
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Figure 1. Semi-autonomous teleoperation consists of 1) local au-
tonomous formation control; and 2) haptic teleoperation over the Internet.

plications include: remote material handling (without �xture),
patient transport in a hospital (guided by a nurse), and mobile
sensor network with precise coverage-area, to name just a few.

The key ideas we use here to achieve this semi-autonomous
framework are 1) nonholonomic passive decomposition [1]
for addressing nonholonomic constraints and second-order La-
grangian dynamics of the wheeled mobile robots; and 2) passive
set-position modulation [2] for dealing with the discrete/random
nature and unreliability of the Internet communication (e.g.
varying-delay/packet-loss).

More precisely, we �rst apply the nonholonomic passive de-
composition [1] to decompose the Lagrangian dynamics of mul-
tiple wheeled mobile robots into two decoupled system: 1) shape
system describing the formation shape among the robots (e.g.
cooperative grasping shape); and 2) locked system abstracting
the overall group maneuver (e.g. centroid motion of grasped ob-
ject). We then design a local autonomous formation control for
the shape system, while connecting the locked system to the hu-
man via a haptic teleoperation-loop over the Internet. This is
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facilitated by the fact that the locked and shape systems individ-
ually inherit passivity. For instance, by using shape system pas-
sivity, we can design a relatively simple proportional-derivative
(PD) type control (with cancelation of external perturbation) to
maintain a desired formation.

On the other hand, for the teleoperation-loop, we use
the passive set-position modulation [2], which, based up the
locked-system passivity, enables us to enforce passivity of the
closed-loop teleoperation system (i.e. master + locked-system
+ Internet), thereby, guaranteeing the interaction stability with
any passive humans/environments, even if the Internet is dis-
crete/random and has varying-delay/packet-loss. In doing so,
we also consider the kinematic discrepancy between the (holo-
nomic) master haptic joystick and the locked system, whose
dynamics will become exactly that of a usual single (nonholo-
nomic) wheeled mobile robot (with lumped inertias), once the
desired formation is rigidly-maintained by the local formation
control. To address this kinematic dissimilarity, we utilize the
car-driving metaphor [3]: one-degree-of-freedom (DOF) of the
2-DOF master-joystick is used as a gas-pedal to command the
forward-velocity of the locked system, while the other-DOF to
control the heading-angle as a steering-wheel.

Here, by directly controlling the shape system, we can en-
force rigid-formation without any (payload-speci�c) holding-
�xture. Moreover, this formation can be enforced rigidly regard-
less of human-command and Internet-communication, since the
shape system is decoupled from the locked system and the for-
mation control is local. This property of our framework may
be very useful for application, where precise formation keep-
ing is crucial, yet, using �xtures is not desirable/feasible (e.g.
�xture-less grasping of safety-critical objects with various un-
known shape/size).

Previous works for the problem of teleoperation of multi-
ple robots (with a single human operator) are very rare. One of
few exceptions is [4], the semi-autonomous teleoperation frame-
work proposed here may be thought of an extension of which
to nonholonomic systems and Internet communication Instead,
there have been some results related to the coordination prob-
lem of multiple wheeled mobile robots. Yet, to our knowl-
edge, all of them are not applicable here, since they either 1)
consider only �rst-order kinematic models, which lack some
crucial dynamics-related quantities such as (possibly formation-
perturbing) forces and (inertia-induced) locked-shape coupling
(e.g. [5, 6]); or 2) neglect nonholonomic constraints or assume
a rigid-�xture to make formation-keeping problem much eas-
ier/trivial (e.g. [7, 8]). In contrast, relying on the nonholo-
nomic passive decomposition [1], the framework presented here
fully considers the nonholonomic Lagrangian dynamics and
can enforce rigid formation without any �xture and regard-
less of human-command/communication. One the other hand,
teleoperation control makes another vast research area. How-
ever, to our knowledge, unlike the passive set-position mod-
ulation [2], none of them provides explicit position feedback
and enforce passivity at the same time, while properly address-
ing varying-delay/packet-loss/hybrid-nature (i.e. continuous-
robot/discrete-communication) of Internet teleoperation (e.g. [9,
10]). These nonholonomic passive decomposition and the pas-

sive set-position modulation are extensions of the standard pas-
sive decomposition (for holonomic systems) [11�13] and the PD-
type passive teleoperation control with constant-delay [14], re-
spectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some prelim-
inary materials are presented in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we propose the
semi-autonomous teleoperation control consisting of local au-
tonomous formation control loop and haptic-teleoperation loop
over the Internet. Some concluding remarks are given in Sec. 4.

2 PRELIMINARY
2.1 Multiple Nonholonomic Robots

Let us consider a n-DOF nonholonomic robot, whose dy-
namics consists of 1) nonholonomic Pfaf�an constraints equa-
tion:

A(q) �q = 0 (1)

and 2) Lagrange-D'Alembert equation of motion:

M(q)q̈+C(q, �q) �q+AT (q)λ = τ+ f (2)

where q, �q,τ, f ∈ℜn are the con�guration, velocity, control, and
external force, M,C ∈ℜn×n are the inertia and Coriolis matrices
s.t. �M−2C is skew-symmetric, A(q) ∈ℜp×n (p≤ n) de�nes the
nonholonomic constraints, and AT (q)λ is the constraint force,
whose magnitude is speci�ed by the Lagrange multiplier λ∈ℜp.
We assume that these nonholonomic constraints are smooth and
regular (i.e. rankA is constant).

Note from (1)-(2) that: 1) the row-space of A(q) (denoted
by C⊥) de�nes the space of the constraint force and any compo-
nent of τ+ f in this C⊥ is completely absorbed by the constraints
force AT (q)λ in (2); and 2) due to this constraint force, the veloc-
ity �q should always be con�ned within the null-space of A(q) (de-
noted by D> = {v ∈ ℜn | A(q)v = 0}), that is, �q(t) ∈ D>(q(t))
for all t ≥ 0, where we call D> unconstrained distribution (i.e.
space of permissible velocity).

This mathematical modeling is equally applicable to a group
of multiple N nonholonomic mechanical systems. This is
because, by combining the individual dynamics of N robots
(each in the form of (1)-(2)) into their (product) con�gura-
tion space M ≈ ℜn (i.e. rewriting dynamics w.r.t. q :=
(q1,q2, ...,qN), where qi is the i-th robot's con�guration), we
can obtain their group dynamics exactly in the same form as in
(1)-(2) (e.g. M(q) = diag[M1(q1),M2(q2)...,MN(qN)], A(q) =
diag[A1(q1),A2(q2)...,AN(qN)], τ = [τ1,τ2, ...,τN ]T , etc) [11,12].

2.2 Formation and Maneuver
For a N-DOF group of N multiple nonholonomic robots (1)-

(2), we can think of two aspects from their group behaviour:
1) formation aspect - group's internal shape; and 2) maneuver
aspect - group's overall motion. For instance, consider three
wheeled mobile robots with (pi,θi) as their (x,y)-position and
orientation (i = 1,2,3). Then, their (x,y)-formation shape (i.e.
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Figure 2. Geometry of formation map and level sets.

(p1− p2, p2− p3) ∈ ℜ4) and misalignment (i.e. (θ1− θ2,θ2−
θ3) ∈ ℜ2) may represent the formation aspect, while their cen-
troid motion (i.e. (p1 + p2 + p3)/3 ∈ ℜ2) and bulk orientation
(i.e. (θ1 +θ2 +θ3)/3 ∈ℜ) the maneuver aspect.

In this paper, we suppose that this formation aspect can be
represented by the mapped point of a smooth function

h : ℜn →ℜm, m≤ n (3)

which we also assume to be a submersion (i.e. its Jacobian is
full-rank). Then, the level set of h, de�ned s.t.

Hc := {q ∈ℜn | h(q) = c, c ∈ℜm } (4)

is a (n−m)-dim. (smooth) submanifold and the collection of
them forms a foliation with each submanifold being its leaf [15].
See Fig. 2 for an illustration. We call this map h formation map
and its range space formation manifold N (= ℜm here).

Then, following the standard passive decomposition [11�
13], at each q, we can decompose the velocity �q into its com-
ponents in the following two subspaces: 1) parallel distribution
∆>, de�ned by ∆> := {v ∈ℜn | Lvh = ∂h

∂q v = 0}, which is paral-
lel to Hh(q) (see Fig. 2); and 2) its M(q)-orthogonal complement
normal distribution ∆⊥ de�ned s.t. ∆⊥ := {w∈ℜn | wT M(q)v =
0, ∀v ∈ ∆>}, where v,w are dummy variables. Here, note from
Fig. 2 that: 1) the component of �q in ∆⊥, which has non-zero
image in N , describes the m-dimensional formation aspect (i.e.
how h(q) changes on N ); and 2) the component of �q in ∆> de-
scribes the remaining (n−m)-dimensional maneuver aspect of
the total group, evolving parallel to the level set Hh(q).

Suppose that we can decompose the nonholonomic La-
grangian dynamics (1)-(2) into those in ∆> and ∆⊥. We will call
this ∆⊥-dynamics shape system, since it describes the internal
formation shape dynamics; while the ∆>-dynamics locked sys-
tem, since it abstracts the overall total group maneuver aspect,
especially when the formation h(q) is locked. If we can have
this locked-shape decomposition, we may, then, easily achieve
the semi-autonomous teleoperation control: regulate the shape
system via a certain local autonomous formation control, while
connecting the locked system to a (remote) human operator via

a certain haptic teleoperation-loop over the Internet. For a group
of holonomic robots, the standard passive decomposition enables
us to do so (e.g. [4]). Unfortunately, this is not true any more for
the nonholonomic robots (1)-(2). To achieve this locked-shape
decomposition of multiple Lagrangian nonholonomic robots, in
this work, we use the newly-proposed nonholonomic passive de-
composition [1] as brie�y reviewed below.

2.3 Nonholonomic Passive Decomposition
Suppose the group of nonholonomic robots (1)-(2) under the

formation map h (3) satis�es the following decomposibility con-
dition:

D> = (D>∩∆>)⊕ (D>∩∆⊥) (5)

for every q. This decomposibility condition may be granted 1)
by the given geometric structures of the Lagrangian dynamics of
nonholonomic robots and the formation map; or 2) by using a
certain feedback-control to arti�cially enforce this condition as
done in Sec. 3.

Then, using the fact that �q ∈D>, we can write �q s.t.

�q =
[ D>∩∆> D>∩∆⊥

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:S(q)

(
νL
νE

)
(6)

where each block of S(q) ∈ ℜn×(n−p) identi�es its correspond-
ing vector spaces. By applying this, we can decompose the La-
grangian dynamics of multiple nonholonomic robots (1)-(2) into:

DL(q)�νL +QL(q, �q)νL +QLE(q, �q)νE = uL +δL (7)
DE(q)�νE +QE(q, �q)νE +QEL(q, �q)νL = uE +δE (8)

where we call the dynamics of νL in (7) unconstrained locked
system, since it is the locked system dynamics (in ∆>) further
projected to the unconstrained distribution D>. Similarly, we
call the dynamics of νE in (8), which describes the system's evo-
lution in D>∩∆⊥, unconstrained shape system.

Theorem 1 [1] Consider the nonholonomic mechanical system
(1)-(2) with the formation map h (3). Then, if the decomposibility
condition holds (5), we can decompose the system dynamics (1)-
(2) into (7)-(8), where

1. DL and DE are symmetric and positive-de�nite.
2. �DL−2QL and �DE −2QE are skew-symmetric.
3. QLE =−QT

EL.
4. Kinetic energy and power are decomposed s.t. κ(t) =

κL(t)+ κE(t),τT �q = uT
L νL + uT

EνE , where κ = �qT M(q) �q/2,
κL = νT

L DLνL/2, κE = νT
EDEνE/2 are the kinetic energies

of the total system, original locked, and shape systems, re-
spectively.
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Figure 3. Energetics of nonholonomic passive decomposition

Therefore, by canceling out the coupling terms
QLEνE ,QLEνE in (7)-(8), we can decouple the formation
and maneuver aspects from each other and also can control
them individually. This decoupling control 1) requires only the
measurement of (usually available) q, �q; and 2) cancels out the
conservative energy coupling, that is, νT

L QLEνE + νT
EQELνL = 0

from item (3) of Th. 1. Here, no constraint force (i.e. A(q)λ
in (2)) shows up here, since (7)-(8) are obtained by projecting
the nonholonomic dynamics (1)-(2) into the unconstrained
distribution D> (i.e. permissible space). See Fig. 3 for the
energetic structure of (7)-(8). Note here that, if the couplings
in (7)-(8) are canceled out, the decoupled unconstrained locked
and shape systems will individually possess (energetic) pas-
sivity as well as the Lagrangian-like dynamics structures (e.g.
inertia-Coriolis-force structure). This turns out to be very useful
in designing/analyzing controls for these unconstrained locked
and shape systems (e.g. passivity-based formation/teleoperation
controls) as shown in Sec. 3.

3 SEMI-AUTONOMOUS TELEOPERATION DESIGN
for MULTIPLE WHEELED MOBILE ROBOTS
Now, let us consider a group of N 3-DOF wheeled mobile

robots as shown in Fig. 4, with its i-th robot's dynamics given
by: 1) nonholonomic constraint (i.e. no-slip condition of wheels)

[
sinθi −cosθi 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ai(θi)∈ℜ1×3

�qi = 0 (9)

and 2) the Lagrangian-D'Alembert dynamics (2) with

diag[mi,mi, Ii]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Mi

q̈i = τi + fi (10)

where qi = (xi,yi,θi) is the (x,y)-positions of the robot's geo-
metric center (i.e. (xi,yi) = (xi

o,yi
o) in Fig. 4) and the robot's

orientation w.r.t. the �xed coordinate frame (O,X ,Y ), mi, Ii are
the mass and the moment of inertia, and τ, f ∈ℜ3 are control and
external forces.

Here, we assume that each robot's geometric center and its
centroid coincide with each other (i.e. di = 0 in Fig. 4). This

c

d

r

v θ(xo,yo)

(xc,yc)

X

Y

O

Figure 4. Wheeled mobile robot with center-of-mass at (xc,yc) and ge-
ometric center at (xo,yo), both w.r.t. the reference frame (O,X ,Y ).
is just because, with the below formation map, a simple closed-
form expression can be obtained for the nonholonomic passive
decomposition, with which our proposed ideas can be explained
more clearly. Of course, as shown in Sec. 2.3 (or [1]), non-
holonomic passive decomposition is also applicable to the case
where di 6= 0, although, in this case, its expression may be quite
complicated or allows only numerical solutions.

Combining N 2-DOF wheeled mobile robots' dynamics,
we then can obtain their group dynamics in the form of (1)-
(2) with q = [qT

1 ,qT
2 , ...qT

N ]T ∈ ℜ3N , M = diag[M1,M2, ...MN ] ∈
ℜ3N×3N , C = 03N×3N , A = diag[A1,A2, ...AN ] ∈ℜN×3N , and λ =
[λ1,λ2, ...λN ]T ∈ℜN . We also consider the following simple, yet,
versatile formation map h(q) ∈ℜ3(N−1) de�ned s.t.:

h = [x1− x2,y1− y2,θ1−θ2, ...xN−1− xN ,yN−1− yN ,θN−1−θN ]T

(11)

with the desired formation given by a constant vector hd ∈
ℜ3(N−1)

Now, suppose that θ1(t) = θ2(t)... = θN(t) for all t ≥ 0. In
fact, by using the local autonomous formation control (to be de-
signed below in Sec. 3.1), this alignment condition θi(t) = θ j(t)
can be guaranteed for all t ≥ 0, if we start with this condition
initially (i.e. θi(0) = θ j(0).1 With this alignment condition, the
decomposibility condition (5) is granted, thus, we can exploit the
locked-shape decomposition in (7)-(8) for our purpose.

More precisely, with θi(t) = θ j(t) =: θ(t), we can �nd the
following subspaces:

D>∩∆> = (12){[
cθ sθ 0 cθ sθ 0 .... cθ sθ 0 cθ sθ 0

]T
[

0 0 1 0 0 1 .... 0 0 1 0 0 1
]T

}

D>∩∆⊥ = (13)




[
cθ
m1

sθ
m1

0 − cθ
m2
− sθ

m2
.... 0 0 0 0 0 0

]T

[
0 0 1

I1 0 0 − 1
I2 .... 0 0 0 0 0 0

]T

...[
0 0 0 0 0 0 .... cθ

mN−1
sθ

mN−1
0 − cθ

mN
− sθ

mN
0
]T

[
0 0 0 0 0 0 .... 0 0 1

IN−1
0 0 − 1

IN

]T





1Or, this can also be simply achieved by extracting the unconstrained θi-
dynamics from each robot and applying the standard passive decomposition for
the unconstrained (θ1,θ2, ...θN)-dynamics [16], while the remaining constrained
(x1,y1,x2,y2, ...xN ,yN)-dynamics are still decomposed by the nonholonomic pas-
sive decomposition.4 Copyright c© 2008 by ASME



by which we can now �nd the nonholonomic passive decompo-
sition (i.e. �nd S(q) in (6)) for the N wheeled mobile robots
(9)-(10) with the formation map h (11). Note that, here, we en-
force the decomposibility condition (5) via the (arti�cial) control
(to be designed below in Sec. 3.1 rather than consider is as a
given condition.

3.1 Local Autonomous Formation Control
Once we achieve the locked-shape decomposition as above,

the formation control can be achieved by the following relatively
simple PD-control with cancelation:

uE = QELνL−BEνE −SE [KE(h(q)−hd)]−δE (14)

where BE ,KE are PD-control gains, and SE(q) is a �fat� matrix
showing that some of controls (in the row-space of A(q)) will
not be effective due to the nonholonomic constraints. Then, as
shown in [1], we have

d(κE +ϕE)
dt =−νT

EBEνE

where ϕE := (h−hd)T KE(h−hd)/2 is the spring potential. This
implies that, if we start with h(0) = hd and νE(0) = 0 (i.e. κE =
ϕE = 0), the formation control (14) will enforce the desired for-
mation h(t) = hd for all t ≥ 0. This also justi�es our assumption
made above to derive the nonholonomic passive decomposition,
that is, with θi(0) = θ j(0), we can guarantee θi(t) = θ j(t) =: θ(t)
for all t ≥ 0.

This formation control (14) in general requires centralized
communication among the robots (e.g. QEL requires the states of
all the robots) and does not allow any delays in its computation.
Yet, the control objective itself is rather trivial (i.e. h(t) = hd).
Therefore, we can implement it as a local (i.e. residing in the
common workspace of the robots) autonomous (i.e. no human in-
tervention) controller. By doing so, with the locked-shape decou-
pling, we can also maintain the formation rigidly regardless of
the human-command/Internet-communication. Here, note also
that there are many approaches available (e.g. [17]) to initially
drive the robots to a certain desired formation (i.e. to achieve
h(0) = hd).

3.2 Tele-Driving over the Internet
Suppose that we achieve h(q) = hd for all t ≥ 0 by the local

formation control (14). Then, by using the above nonholonomic
passive decomposition (12)-(13), we can show that the locked
system (7) is reduced to:

[
mL 0
0 IL

](
�vL
�wL

)
= uL +δL (15)

where mL = ∑N
i=1 mi, IL = ∑N

i=1 Ii, vL is the linear velocity (i.e.
along the �rst vector of (12)), wL is the angular rate with wL =

t

x(t)

y(k+1)

tk-1

y(k)
_

tk tk+1 tk+2

y(k)

_
y(k+1)

Figure 5. Continuous robot's position trajectory x(t), received position
signal y(k), and its modulated version ȳ(k).

�θL = �θi (i.e. along the second of (13)); and uL = [uv
L,uw

L ]T ,δL =
[δv

L,δw
L ]T ∈ ℜ2 are the aggregated external force/controls in the

locked system, with ?v
L,?w

L being those along the linear/angular
velocity directions. This means that the reduced locked system
has the dynamics of a usual wheeled mobile robot with lumped
mass mL, inertia IL, and external forces/controls of the N robots.

Perhaps, the most natural and ef�cient way to tele-drive this
locked system (or a general wheeled mobile robot) would be to
emulate car-driving metaphor [3], that is, the (holonomic) master
joystick's one-DOF as a gas-pedal to command the linear veloc-
ity vL, while the other-DOF as the steering-wheel to command
the orientation θL. For this, consider the following 2-DOF linear
master-joystick:

h1q̈1 = c1 + e1, h2q̈2 = c2 + e2 (16)

where hi, �qi,ci,ei are the mass, con�guration, control, and
human force. Here, q1 is the gas-pedal DOF, that is, we want
q1 → vL. On the other hand, q2 is the steering-DOF, and we
want q2 → θL.

B-I) Tele-Steering Control
The tele-steering control problem, that is, q2 → θL, is a stan-

dard position-position teleoperation problem. For this, many
schemes are available. Among them, here, we use the recently
proposed passive set-position modulation [2], which provides
explicit position-feedback (or other signals - see Sec. B-II)
while enforcing passivity regardless of the Internet's varying-
delay/packet-loss. Here, we brie�y summarize the idea of this
passive set-position modulation. We do this only for the q2- side,
since it is straightforward to extend this to other sides too.

Suppose that we receive the desired (discrete) set-position
signals θL at times t1, t2, ... over the Internet, and denote the one
received at tk by θL(k). See Fig. 5, where x(t),y(k) respectively
correspond to q2(t),θL(k) for this tele-steering problem. Then,
for t ∈ [tk, tk+1), passive set-position modulation is de�ned as fol-
lows: use the following PD-control

c2(t) =−b2 �q2(t)− k2(q2(t)− θ̄L(k)) (17)

where θ̄L(k) is the modulated version of the raw signal θL(k)

5 Copyright c© 2008 by ASME



de�ned s.t.: at time tk, �nd θ̄L(k) s.t.

min
θ̄L(k)

||θL(k)− θ̄L(k)|| (18)

subj.E(k) = E(k−1)+Dmin(k−1)−∆P̄(k)≥ 0

where E(k) ≥ 0 is the virtual energy reservoir (discrete system,
updated every tk), Dmin(k−1) is the (position-based) estimation
of the damping dissipation during the previous interval [tk−1, tk)

Dmin(k−1) := b2
tk− tk−1

(qmax
2 (k−1)−qmin

2 (k−1))2

with qmax
2 (k−1) and qmin

2 (k−1) is the maximum and minimum
of (continuous) q2(t) during [tk−1, tk); and

∆P̄(k) := 1
2k2(q2(tk)− θ̄L(k))2− 1

2k2(q2(t−k )− θ̄L(k−1))2

is the (possibly passivity-breaking) potential energy-jumps due
to the switchings of θ̄L(k) at tk.

Main idea of this passive set-position modulation (18) is
to bound the (possibly passivity-breaking or unbounded) poten-
tial energy-jumpings ∆P̄(k) by the energy available in the sys-
tem E(k). To do so, the algorithm also re-harvest the energy
waste via the damping control (i.e. Dmin). We also use energy-
ceiling/shuf�ing here, that is, if E(k) > Eo, set E(k) = Eo and
send ∆E(k) = E(k)− Eo to other side. This is often neces-
sarily, since, in many teleoperation-mode, the human operator
keeps injecting the energy into the system, thereby, making this
E(k) dangerously large. This passive set-position modulation
has the following properties: 1) �exible, that is, it can accom-
modate varying-delay, packet-loss, time-swapping, intermediate
data processing (e.g. smoothing), and wide variety of signals (not
necessarily position - see B-II); 2) can provide explicit position-
feedback without noisy/impulse-like singularity, unlike wave-
based/time-domain-passivity approaches [9, 10]); and 3) decen-
tralizable, local, thus, scalable. For more details, see [2].

We use this passive set-position modulation both for q2-side
and θL-side. Then, as shown in [2], as long as their virtual
energy reservoirs have enough energy, we can guarantee the
steering-coordination (i.e. q2 → θL, when e1 = δw

L = 0) or the
force-re�ection (i.e. e2 → k2/kw

L δw
L , if q̈2 = �q2 = θ̈L = �θL = 0,

where kw
L is the local spring gain for θL-side), on the top of

the guaranteed passivity (i.e. stability - can be shown by
combining the second line of (18)), even with arbitrary varying-
delay/packet-loss.

B-II) Tele-Accelerating Control
Now, let us consider the tele-accelerating control, where we

want, during the driving, vL → q1. In this way, q1 determines the
desired linear velocity vL of (15), just like as the gas-pedal of au-
tomobiles. For this (vL,q1)-coordination, let us use the following
set-velocity control: during t ∈ [tk, tk+1):

uv
L(t) =−bv(vL(t)−q1(k)) (19)

where (discrete) q1(k) is the received q1(t) from the Internet at
the time tk (see Fig. 5). We do not use the passive set-position
modulation for this slave vL-side.

Then, the closed-loop dynamics of vL is given by:

mL �vL +bv(vL−q1(k)) = δv
L (20)

where q1(k) is switching at each tk. Note from (20) that, if �vL → 0
(i.e. constant speed driving), q1(k)→ vL−δv

L/bv. This suggests
us the following gas-pedal control for q1: for t ∈ [tk, tk+1),

c1(t) =−b1 �q1(t)− koq1(t)− k1(q1(t)− p̄v(k)) (21)

where p̄v is the modulated version of pv = vL − δv
L/bv via the

passive set-position modulation (18). Here, we assume that we
can measure/compute δv

L (e.g. force sensing, proximity sensor to
compute virtual contact force). Note that this pv is not a position
signal as before.

Then, due to the passive set-position modulation, the closed-
loop dynamics of q1-DOF is guaranteed to be passive over the
Internet: as done in [2], by combining (18) with (21), we can
show that, for any k and t ∈ [tk, tk+1),

V (t)+E1(k)≤V (0)+E1(0)+
Z t

0
e1 �q1dt (22)

where V (t) := 1
2 h1 �q2

1 + 1
2 koq2

1 + 1
2 k1(q1− p̄v(k))2.

One the other hand, let us consider the stability of the closed-
loop dynamics (20). Then, we can show that, for all t ≥ 0,

dκv
dt =−bvv2

L +bvq1(?)vL +δv
LvL (23)

where κv := mLv2
L/2 and q1(?) is switching whenever new data

is received at each tk. Even so, this switching signal q1(?) is
bounded if a human is also passive (i.e. there exists a bounded
α1 ∈ℜ, s.t. for all t ≥ 0,

R t
0 e1 �q1dσ≤ α2

1), since, then, from (22),
V (t) is bounded, therefore, there exists q̄1 ≥ 0 s.t. |q1(t)| ≤ q̄1
for all t ≥ 0. This implies that |q1(?)| ≤ q̄1 as well.

Now, suppose that the slave environment is capable to pro-
duce only bounded instantaneous power: for all t ≥ 0,

δv
L(t)vL(t)≤ α2

v (24)

where αv ∈ ℜ is a bounded scalar. Although this power-related
condition is different than the usual energy-related passivity con-
dition, we believe that it is also (or, even more) reasonable
for many practical slave environments (e.g. spring-damper-type
wall). Then, with bounded q1(?) and (24), |vL| is also bounded,
since, from (23). we have:

dκv
dt ≤−bv|vL|2 +bvq̄1|vL|+α2

v

6 Copyright c© 2008 by ASME



which is quadratic equation with κv = mLv2
L/2, thus, whenever

|vL(t)| > (q̄1 +
√

q̄2
1 +4bvα2

v)/(2bv) =: v̄L, dκv/dt will become
negative. This implies that |vL(t)| ≤ v̄L, i.e. vL(t) is bounded.
Thus, even in the presence of the varying-delay and packet-loss
of the Internet, with the passive set-position modulation at q1-
side, the vL-dynamics is also guaranteed to be stable in the sense
of bounded vL, if the human operator is (energetically) passive
and the slave environment is power-passive in the sense of (24).

On the top of passivity/stability, the proposed (q1,vL) tele-
control loop also provides the following performance. First, sup-
pose that ( �vL,δv

L)→ 0 and vL converges to a constant (i.e. cruise
with no external force). Then, from (20), we have vL → q1. Also,
consider the closed-loop q1-dynamics under (21): with E1(k) > 0
so that p̄v(k) = pv(k),

h1q̈1 +b1 �q1 + koq1 + k1(q1− pv) = e1 (25)

thus, if δv
L → 0, pv → vL → q1, where vL converges to a con-

stant, thus, (q̈1, �q1)→ 0 and we have e1 → kovL, that is, the hu-
man operator can perceive the linear velocity vL by the spring-
deformation koq1 similar to the gas-pedal.

On the other hand, suppose that ( �vL,vL) → 0 and δv
L con-

verges to a constant (i.e. hard-contact). Then, from (20), q1 →
−δv

L/bv, which is again converging to a constant. Thus, from
(25), with (q̈, �q)→ 0, we have e1 →−ko/bvδv

L, that is the human
operator is able to perceive the slave external force δv

L via the
master gas-pedal spring deformation (e.g. reaction force on the
grasped object during the docking operation).

3.3 Simulation
We apply the proposed semi-autonomous teleoperation con-

trol to the three wheeled mobile robots, which are cooperatively
grasping a common inertial/�exible circular payload (with light
damping). We also model the human as the positioning-device
with spring dynamics and no damping. We also emulate the
Internet communication by a probabilistic model with substan-
tial varying-delay and packet-loss so that the average data update
interval (i.e. average duration of [tk, tk+1) in Fig. 5) is more
than 0.2sec. To smooth the sporadic data update, we also use a
smoothing �lter between the data-reception port (from Internet)
and the passive set-position modulation block. By doing so, we
can not only smooth the data stream, but also improve the en-
ergy ef�ciency of the system. See [2]. We also use the formation
map (11) with the following hd =

[
1.5;

√
3/2; 0; 0; −√3; 0

]
r,

so that the three robots make an equilateral triangular formation
within a circle of radius r ≥ 0 with their orientation aligned with
each other. Here, by setting r smaller than the size of a �exible
payload and enforcing h(q)→ hd , the three robots would be able
to grasp the payload without any rigid holding �xture.

First, we perform the case where a human tele-drives the
grasped payload along a straight line with a constant speed and
heading. See Fig. 6, where: 1) the three robots (vertexes of tri-
angle) are able to cooperatively carry the payload (center hollow
dot) while rigidly-keeping the formation (i.e. |h− hd | ≈ 0); and
2) the human can perceive the payload's velocity once the system
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Figure 6. Tele-Driving of three wheeled mobile robots: cruise with the
velocity haptic-feedback e1 → kovL.

reaches the steady-state (i.e. e1 → kovL). In the second simula-
tion, we implements a virtual wall and the human operator makes
a hard-contact of the grasped object against the wall - see Fig. 7,
where: 1) even with this wall, due to the cancelation of δE in
(14), the three robots still precisely maintain the desired forma-
tion (i.e. |h−hd | ≈ 0); and 2) in the steady-state, the human can
perceive the contact force over the Internet (i.e. e1 →−ko/bvδv

L.
In both simulations, even with packet-loss/varying-delay, stabil-
ity is ensured.

4 Summary and Future Works
In this paper, we propose a semi-autonomous teleoperation

architecture for multiple wheeled mobile robots over the Inter-
net. We �rst apply the nonholonomic passive decomposition,
which decompose the robots' dynamics into two decoupled sys-
tems: locked system abstracting the overall group maneuver; and
shape system describing their internal formation aspect. Then,
we regulate the shape system by a local formation control, while
connecting the locked system to a (remote) master device over
the Internet. By using this semi-autonomous teleoperation archi-
tecture, we can ensure the (safety-critical) rigid formation (e.g.
cooperative grasping) regardless of human command and com-
munication unreliability, while the human can tele-control the
overall group behavior. For this tele-control loop, we extend the
passive set-position modulation so that the human can stably tele-
drive the locked system over the Internet much as we drive the
cars. Some simulation results for three wheeled mobile robots
cooperatively holding/transporting a �exible/inertia object (with-
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Figure 7. Tele-Driving of three wheeled mobile robots: hard-contact with
the wall with the force haptic-feedback e1 →− ko

bv
δv

L.

out any holding-�xture) are also presented to highlight/validate
the theory.
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